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Planners were being buried by alerts, 

spending half their time sorting, 

organizing, and validating them.

After implementing the Inventory 

Flow Distribution Module, planner 

productivity nearly doubled and 

annual profits increased by  

$130 million.

Global enterprise vastly improves 
distribution planning with AI

Fortune 500 company deploys Inventory Flow to deliver finished goods 

across a global network with 1-16 week distribution lead times.

Inventory Flow  |  supply chain system of intelligence
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The Challenge 
Each week, this enterprise’s SAP Supply Network Planning (SNP) module was 

generating 500,000 alerts across a global network with three regions. The 

company’s 80 planners were forced to dedicate a full 50% of their time to sorting, 

organizing, and validating the deluge of undifferentiated alerts. 

The Solution 
The enterprise implemented the Noodle.ai Inventory Flow Distribution Module to 

improve on and replace the current exception management tools, including SAP 

Alerts Monitor (AMON), BI tools, and Excel spreadsheets. Their goal was to reduce 

the total number of alerts and prioritize the alerts that did reach planners. Inventory 

Flow, an AI-powered system of intelligence, predicts and corrects errors in supply 

chain plans—showing the dollar value at risk of being lost through these errors, then 

taking corrective action to recapture much of that money as profit. 

Deployment of the Noodle.ai software began with several brands within a single 

region before being scaled out to the other regions, eventually covering the full 

portfolio including both global and regionally sourced SKUs.

The Benefits 
By using the Inventory Flow Distribution Module, planner productivity has nearly 

doubled. The enterprise is seeing $130 million in annual profit from more accurate 

distribution planning. In addition, Inventory Flow supported a transition to a 

category-based deployment model, in which the company’s planning teams were 

organized by product category across all their global supply regions.
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